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The last weasel that doubted that 
there is 
Physics Beyond the Standard Model 

From The Guardian website 



Where is the  
New Physics? 
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Exploring is (at least) 2 dimensional 

ν,Fixed  
    target 
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Exploring is (at least) 2 dimensional 

ν,Fixed  
    target 

 

The Dark  
Sector!!! 
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Using gravitational wave detectors 

ν,Fixed  
    target 

Perhaps 
gravitational waves 

can also tell  
us something here 

GW detectors 
naturally live 

here 



Running through walls 
(searching for WISPy domain walls) 

Weakly interacting sub-eV particley 
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A Domain Wall 

Potential  
with two minima 

Domain wall 
from side 1 
To side 2 
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A Domain Wall 

Potential  
with two minima 

Domain wall 
from side 1 
To side 2 v 
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Adventureous assumption 
•  Domain walls (significantly) contribute to 

DM in galaxy 
•  This requires some pushing… 

è Event rate 
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aLIGO 
•  Has detected gravitational waves!! 
•  Is an Interferometer 

Interference pattern 
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Causing a phase shift 
•  Interaction inside wall creates photon mass 
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aLIGO 

•  Has detected gravitational waves!! 
•  Is an Interferometer 

Interference pattern changed 
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Signal shapes 
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Signal shapes 
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How to distiguish from grav waves? 
•  velocity<<c 
•  v~10-3 

 è Time difference between two sites  
  ~few seconds 
 è Need careful analysis strategies 

 
Promised sensitivity: 



Exploring heavier dark sectors 
with gravitational waves 

 
Example I:  

Scale invariant EW symmetry breaking 
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Scale invariant EW symmetry breaking  
•  Scale invariance 
 è No explicit mass scales in the Lagrangian 

•  EW symmetry breaking? 

No EW breaking at tree level 
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Scale invariant EW symmetry breaking  
•  Scale invariance 
 è No explicit mass scales in the Lagrangian 

•  EW symmetry breaking? 

Works  
at 1-loop level! 
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Need dark=hidden sector 
•  In the CW-SM Higgs would be too light 

•  top mass too high è unstable 

è Remedy:  
           Generate mass scale in Dark sector 

<Á>≠ 0 generates negative mass for h 
è EW symm breaking  
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Need dark=hidden sector 
•  In the CW-SM Higgs would be too light 

•  top mass too high è unstable 

è Remedy:  
           Generate mass scale in Dark sector 

Weak coupling to dark sector 
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Features 
•   ¸P¿ 1 

•  <Á>À vEW 

•  mÁ typically sizeable often ~v or bigger 

Hard to test weakly coupled and heavy dark sector 
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Temperature dependent potential 

è First order phase transition   
      èBubble formation 
            èGravitational waves 
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Detectable gravitational waves 
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Detectable gravitational waves 



 
 

Example I b:  
Deep Throats 
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Other models also produce GWs 



Exploring heavier dark sectors 
with gravitational waves 

 
Example II:  

GW Waves from Monodromy Inflation 
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Monodromy potential 

“Axion” potential 
(pseudo-Goldstone pot.) 

Monodromy add-on 
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Monodromy potential 

Funny potential 
 

+ enlarged  
     field range 
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Field oscillations 
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Including fluctuations 
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Including fluctuations 

Different parts of Universe end in different minima  
è Bubbles form 

                      è GW are produced 
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Gravitational wave spectra 



Technical note: 
Tunneling from  

an oscillating vacuum... 
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Non-trivial initial state 

Luc Darme @ Planck 2017 
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Bubbles can collapse 



Another 
really cool 
example  

(from other peoples work) 
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GWs probe axion detectors 

If light bosons  
   è superradiance for Spinning Black holes 
   è efficient if RBH~1/mBoson 
 
   è spin is quickly “used up” to produce bosons 
   è Measure spin of black holes (aLIGO, LISA) 
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Sensitivity to “zero” couplings 
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Do statistics with aLIGO 
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More signals… 
Bose enhanced level transitions  

 è Monofrequency signals 
 
Annihilation of bosons into gravitons 

 è Monofrequency signal !=2ma 

 



Conclusions  
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Conclusions 

•  Gravitational wave detectors are amazing tools 
         

   use to learn about dark sectors 
 
 

•  Use to directly search for new particles 
  (Example WISPy domain walls and ultralight     
   bosons such as axions) 
 
•  Use gravitational wave signatures to probe 
  dark sectors populated by heavier particles  
  that are hard to detect otherwise  

Challenge: Need to develop specificity  
to distinguish different scenarios! 
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